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Despite their efforts to appear as a cohe
sive unit, it is very apparent that CSU
Monterey Bay’s Associated Students
(AS) has had their troubles this past
semester, whether it is ideological
divides, financial issues, or missing
positions.
VPA Sophomore, Alex Geller
responded, “Where are they? No one

knows.”
In AS, there are some who believe
that CSU Monterey Bay should be a
breeding ground for creativity, with
regular music events that will give the
campus a reputation as a haven for art
ists. On the other hand there are some
who think CSU Monterey Bay should
try to gain credibility by supporting
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sports and other traditional activities.
But AS seems to have a bigger problem
on their hands, many CSU Monterey
Bay students don’t seem to have any
idea what the organization does.
“I can give plenty of excuses why
we’re not getting an investigation done,”
said AS President, Zachary Kasow on
why AS has not looked into why many

students seem to just be uninterested or
oblivious of AS.
Paolo Rimoldi, Business sophomore
said, “If they [AS] were actually getting
paid, they should put themselves out
there more.”
Geller had a similar opinion, “I always
see them going in and out, doing noth
ing and sitting on couches.”
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working on a “spirit card” to present at
sporting events, and after attending so
many events one could receive a reward.
According to Sophomore Residential
Hall Senator Michael Laferrier, many
people don’t consider a difference of
opinions. This creates tension amongst
the members making some of their jobs
more difficult than they need to be.
Upper-Division Academic Senator,
Evita Gentry, applauded the diversity of
vision in AS, and thinks everyone having
their own unique “passions” is great.
After the Otter Realm’s first interview
with Rothschild, he met with those he
felt he had communication problems
with and they have decided to take steps
towards improving their communication
as well as becoming more sensitive to
each other’s needs.
The friction caused by the ideologi
cal divide has disabled different sides
of the AS to fully communication with
one another.
This mentality may explain why
Rothschild does not hear about events
until the last minute. For the recent can
didate’s forum, Rothschild explained
that he only had a week to do publicity,
but he knows that he could have done a
lot more during that week.
One AS member who again wanted to
remain anonymous said, “Conventional
ways [of advertising] do not work on
this campus. Make a flyer and people
don’t read it.” They suggest that inces
sant e-mailing and large banners would
work better for other events.
Despite the wide criticism for the
lack of advertising, some students have
witnessed Rothschild advertising events
by ways of screaming. Word of mouth
does work, as one recent hip-hop show
was reportedly sold out.
AS is aware of many of the internal
issues but instead of working on ways
to improve many members put blame on
other aspects of AS. AS members have
repeatedly complained about the lack of
funds, and funding that was cut. Wendy
Rutledge, AS advisor, explained that
there have been no cuts in funding. She
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explains that in recent years there had
been a surplus of funds unaccounted for,
and now funding is as it should be.
According to Rutledge, students could
and would have a better perception
of AS if they became more involved.
“Students need to understand where
that $48 is going. Come [to the weekly
scheduled meetings] and have a say so,”
said Rutledge.
President Dianne Harrison said, “They
are very active. We have a monthly
meeting. They are the voice of the
students and they need to be involved
when coming to official things. On any
campus, communication is always a
challenge.”
Another complaint coming from the
AS cabinet this year is that there are
many positions that have yet to be filled.
AS members explained that many are
being stretched thin of their own posi
tion in order to fill in the missing posi
tions. Rutledge explained that this is not
the case but the subjects do need to be
addressed. Almost all member of AS
agree that six unfilled positions are also
impacting their jobs.
“If they say I’m not doing my
job then I quit and you try to do it,”
said Environmental Senator Tristan
Mansson-Perrone.
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One of the reasons for Geller’s per
ception of AS is that certain AS officers
have been working on only a limited
amount of projects.
Another reason AS has been flying
under the radar this semester is the
ideological divide between its members.
Some members prefer to focus on music
and creativity while others would like to
see CSU Monterey Bay embrace sports
more and want to see a more traditional
campus develop.
Mason Rothschild, AS Public
Relations Director, preferred to work on
music related projects such as bringing
bands to campus while neglecting other
AS events.
Rothschild, whose primary responsi
bility is handling AS publicity, spends
a great portion of his time working
on CSU Monterey Bay’s compilation
CD as well as planning concerts with
the Events Work Group Chair, Jose
Sanchez.
“Some of us are afraid he will say no
because of his schedule, he’s in like two
other bands,” said an AS officer who
wanted to remain anonymous for the
statement in explaining why Rothschild
is often not approached for his help in
publicity.
According to Rothschild, part of the
reason he has focused more energy on
concerts rather than his responsibilities
as PR Director is that without his spe
cial connection with the music world
and local bands some of shows such as
the RX Bandits, Expendables, and Brea
probably wouldn’t even happen.
As for Senator-at-Large Orlando
De La Cruz, he continues to work
on one main project throughout the
whole semester: getting University
Police Department police on bicycles.
The project is yet to be implemented.
According to De La Cruz, he has met
with Lt. Earl Lawson of the UPD and
has encountered financial problems.
The purpose of the project is to have
patrolling officers use environmentally
friendly means of transportation tohelp
on costs of gasoline while issuing tick
ets.
Another project De La Cruz said
he has been working is placing speed
bumps on 3rd Street, though he men
tioned that he has been working on
the project since January 2006 in his
monthly reflections. Progress is yet to
be seen. Senators like De La Cruz are
paid $1000 per semester for their work.
Every semester, students pay $48 with
their tuition that supports AS.
Senators-at-Large Christy Cozby and
Joseph Ramos, who have been working
side-by-side on about every project, are
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Developments and construction continue to
excite surrounding community

Megan Comstock, Staff Reporter
Megan_Comstock@csumb.edu

Sheryl Fisher, Staff Reporter
Sheryl_Fisher@csumb.edu
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3rd Street is closed as construction on University Village moves further along.

Among the features to be expected are a 12-sceen movie
multiplex, an amphitheater, two boutique hotels, a beach
boardwaik/promenade, different themed parks, and a sculpture
garden for rotating artists.
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The face of the former Fort Ord mili
tary base has been undergoing dramatic
changes over the past decade and will
continue to undergo more changes over
the next decade. New homes, hotels/
resorts, retail and commercial facilities
will replace and/or reuse many old mili
tary buildings and make way for several
new developments around the Ord’s
hub, CSU Monterey Bay.
Bordering CSU Monterey Bay and
Highway 1 at the 12th Street exit is
the future site of Marina University
Villages, a more than 400-acre project
owned by Marina Community Partners.
Marina Community Partners, LLC envi
sions a Marina where people can “live,
work, play and visit.”
Phase 1, scheduled for Oct. 2007
will include most of the large format
structures. Confirmed retailers for these
sites already include Target, Kohl’s,
Bed Bath and Beyond, Best Buy, Old
Navy and REI. Phase 2, scheduled
for Oct. 2008 will include housing and
smaller businesses. “Second Avenue
is designed to draw you into the heart
of the village,” said Bob Schaffer, com
munity relations director for Marina
Community Partners, LLC.
Among the features to be expected
are a 12-screen movie multiplex, an
amphitheater, two boutique hotels, a
beach boardwaik/promenade, different
themed parks, and a sculpture garden
for rotating artists.
“We are hoping to attract another 400
room destination resort unlike anything
we have on the west coast,” Schafer
said.
Various types of housing will be avail
able when the project is complete. Phase
1 will include a below market rate 108
unit apartment complex adjacent to the
village center, allowing residents to eas
ily walk or bike to work and play. Later
there will also be three to four bedroom
homes. 34 mixed-use condos will rest
atop retail and office space, as well as
live/work town homes, ideal for artists
and small home-based businesses. The
total number of housing units will be
1,237.
The Mayor of Marina, Ila MetteeMcCutcheon, has stated that it is impor-
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VILLAGE CENTER

Areas for sidewalk dining.

Mix of tall 1 story and 2-3 story simple
buildings with interesting storefronts that
create a lively street character

Creating the heart of the
community around a town square,
story townhouses, apartments, condos
and more live/work units. The Arts
District is scheduled for Phase HI.
Marina Heights, with its five distinct
neighborhoods is scheduled to open
their sales office this spring, with 20
percent of their 1050 housing units
dedicated to low-income.
Further
projects near CSU Monterey Bay will
include Marina Station, Main Gate
Development, and the Fairmont Hotels
and Resorts Black Horse/Bayonet Golf
Courses Development in conjunction
with the city of Seaside.
In the next few years the former
Fort Ord will take on a new persona
with many elements making it a new
and exciting gateway to the Monterey

Construction off of 12th Street.

Peninsula. According to Marina
Community Partners, “these new devel
opments are aimed at encouraging part
nerships between business and the aca

demic populace” with the added bonus
of much needed new housing and job
possibilities.
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tant to her that the new developments
in the area include business parks that
will attract knowledge based businesses
to appeal to college graduates. University
Villages’ planned business park will be
even larger than Ryan’s Ranch.
Future developments in the vicinity
of CSU Monterey Bay also include the
East Garrison Reuse Project of which
Schaffer said, “we think it’s a real
complement; we like that project.”
On the area known as Parker Flats,
World War II-era buildings will be
incorporated into a mixed use plan that
is anchored by groups associated with
the non-profit Arts Habitat organization,
and will include over 1,400 housing
units of carriage houses, two and three

Credit Card Fraud
plagues
campus
Graphic by Kimber Solana
Elliot singer, Staff Reporter
Elliott_Singer@csumb.edu

Credit card fraud can be the perfect
crime; it’s easy for those who know
what they’re doing and it’s difficult to
prosecute. According to fraud.org, an
internet fraud research group,
Californians have the high
est number of perpetrators.
About nine percent of all
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
fraud that occurs worldwide
Monterey
is found in Calif.
CSU Monterey Bay has
had victims as well. From
Oct. 25 through Nov. 5 there
were a total of three police
reports to University Police
Department in which vic
tims reported identity theft.
According to Lt. Earl
Lawson of the UPD, there
was no correlation between
the three incidents. Two
of the cards were used in
Mexico, while another was
used in San Dimas all while
Ahead to Your Future
the victims were in posses
Chapman University College's Monterey campus Is the perfect choice
sion of their cards, in the
to complete your bachelor’s degree.
East Campus Housing.
Chapman University College, one ofCalifornia's most highly respected universities for adult learners, is also
To further complicate
the perfect transfer choice. New sessions start every 10 weeks and our exceptional programs are taught at
matters,
each victim used
convenient times by professionally and academically accomplished faculty who are focused on your success.
their cards in different
Bachelor’s Degree Programs
places, including the Dining
Liberal Studies (BA) Humanities * Organisational Leadership (BA)
Commons and Massaro
Psychology (BA) Social Science (BA)
& Santos Restaurant in
Also o
ffering graduate degree, certificate, and credential programs.
Monterey.
Call toll-free 866-CHAPMAN
The only correlation
www.chapman.edu/monterey
between the cases is that all
RSVP for on upcoming information meeting.
three victims live on univer
Monterey 99 Pacific Street, Suite 375B 831-373-0945
sity property, which is why

CHAPMAN
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UPD filed their reports, as opposed to the
Marina or Salinas Police Departments.
Fraud is one of the most difficult
crimes to solve especially when dealing
with small departments. UPD simply
does not have the resources to do an
international investigation to find rela
tively small scale crimes.
Lawson recommends that students
take preventive measures so that their
information is not improperly used. He
is quick to point out “what’s to protect
the students more than the students
themselves.” He also encourages all
victims of fraud to report it. “If we
don’t know about it, we can’t solve it.
We want to investigate but not everyone
reports it,” said Lawson.
While Lawson spoke, one reoccur
ring piece of advice constantly came up:
“shred all important papers.” Cheap yet
effective shredders can be purchased at
most office supply stores. Some other
tips that Lawson provided was to pro
tect all access codes and pin numbers
and cancel unused credit accounts.
Banks will never call or email anyone
for personal information, so if anyone
gets a call from “your” bank asking
about your social security number, do
not give them the information. Instead,
walk into the branch and speaking with
the teller is the best option.
Another common way that thieves
get their information is from “phish
ing.” Phishing is when a fake e-mail is
sent to a potential victim that includes a
link to a website designed to look like a
legitimate website where victims enter
personal information that is later used
against them.

CSUMB welcomes new Provost

Kimber Solana, News Editor
KlMBER_S0LANA@CSUMB.EDU

On the heels of hiring a new presi

dent, CSU-Monterey follows it with
an appointment of a new provost.
Considered to be the second in com
mand on campus, Kathryn Cruz-Ubibe
has been chosen as the new Provost and
Vice President of Academic Affairs.
“I’m absolutely excited,” said CruzUbibe in a phone interview. Cruz-Ubibe,
still residing in Arizona, will begin her
term in January. According to her, her
role as a dean of a college about the

same size of the student population
as CSU Monterey Bay in Northern
Arizona University (NAU) will help her
in her new role.
Some of Cruz-Ubibe’s experience in
the field of education includes teach
ing at Northern Arizona and University
of Rhode Island. She has also been an
interim associate provost at NAU.
Cruz-Ubibe shares many of the same
reasons for coming to CSU Monterey
Bay with President Dianne Harrison.

Otterstream is back
Lindsay Cesmat, Staff Reporter
Lindsay_Cesmat@csumb.edu

worked really hard, I came to campus
for my first interview in September,”
said Cruz-Ubibe.
As Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs, Cruz-Ubibe has her
work cut out for her. Along with work
ing with the president and other cabinet
members, Cruz-Ubibe will be leading
all aspects of the university’s academic
programs.

Letter to the LcCitor
Another One Bites the Dust. . .a song
THAT IS JUST NOT SO FUNNY ANYMORE
High school is a lot of different things and terrible is at the top of my list. It is

a time of change-a liminal period during which “young adults” linger between

independence and juvenile: craving the freedom of adulthood (because they
don’t know the bane of grocery shopping), and basking in the fame of High
school and the structured freedoms therein. Parking spots, bells, lockers, assign

notes, detention. Crime.
This is what we neglect acknowledge in our brochure recollection of High

School. We neglect to accredit the “rejects,” the “nerds,” the ones who searched
desperately with deer in head light eyeballs for company during lunch hour.
The ones who recall the way the hall ways echoed with laughter and the lonely

silence they felt.
The ones who just “can’t take” these feelings of isolation, who don’t antici
pate the freedom of graduation—and instead see the terror and blackness of a
dead end day. The ones who turn to rage and the ones how suffer.

As college students, as the ones who made it out, the ones who show that there
is something more, something after, as beacons of possibility, it is our responsi

bility to look back, to encourage, and pay credit to those still trying, paying their

"The program was never

dues, trudging the road. Take action. Please. SAVE.
There have been over 100 deaths in High School shootings since the ‘80s. It

cancelled...It was not

is not rare, it is dangerous. It is not gangs; it is white people in suburbia crying

offered because the

out at the nothingness. It is the angry kid in math class. Or the loner pot head

with alcoholic parents. It is the child whose uncle keeps a gun in his house.

university needed to
look at copyright issues,

which is a dynamic
situation.”
MICHELLE RIEL, DIRECTOR OF TAT

It is the 6 year old shot in the playground. It is the 9 people crying on the floor
in the library who were left to live with the memories of those who did not. It is

the principles left in hollow halls wondering what they could have done.
It is here. Students Against Violence Everywhere. Please join us to discuss,

to think, to educate, and to become aware. Join us for tabling, a poster session,
and discussion on December, 13,2006 in the dining hall..

Please contact me for further information, and to become a proactive member
of the community and to create stake for our future: myspace.com/ieatbrown-

crayons. One time it is good to be a joiner. Thank you in advance.
—Caitlin Urie
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“You get a show that the entire campus
and world can hear.. .Why did anything
have to change?” said Intro to Radio
professor, Steven Levinson.
The Intro to Radio class was the
source of much conflict and confusion
over the past semester. From its initial
cancellation this fall semester, offered
as a Communications Science and
Technology (CST) audio course, then
being canceled again, the Teledramatic
Arts and Technology’s radio class is
now an option for the spring 2007
semester.
“The program was never cancelled...
It was not offered because the univer
sity needed to look at copyright issues,
which is a dynamic situation,” said
Director of TAT Michelle Riel.
The radio class’s only issues with
copyright surrounded the streaming
aspect of the class. Therefore in the
spring 2006 Intro to Radio class, stream
ing was rightfully put to a halt while the
university worked hard to obtain the
last two of four copyright contracts.
Levinson believes that the course could
have continued despite not being able
to stream.
“This is the only class that guarantees
distribution of work.. .Skills learned can
be applied to all aspects of produc
tion, from concept to distribution,” said
Levinson
Many students felt that the course not
being offered was a travesty on the part
of the TAT administration.
“I think it is the most vital component
to ever be so overlooked. Radio class
teaches you the importance of sound.
So many capstones come out of the TAT

major with such poor quality sound,
that you can tell who took radio/audio
classes and who' did not,” said TAT
senior, Joe Lahiff.
Having all of the copyright issues
seemingly worked out, the radio class
and the Otterstream will be coming
back.
“I want this to be a center for com
munication and a community builder.
This is important to TAT and the wider
community,” said Levinson.
There have been some additions
including pod casting and learning about
digital transmission as a new way of dis
tribution and the Otterstream plans to
continue serving the diverse community
with public service announcements and
campus information broadcast on local
professional radio stations.
“Radio is storytelling, if we can paint
a picture just using the sense of sound,
I think it will better our work in dif
ferent media,” said TAT senior Andrea
Aguilar.

“The Vision, the fact that it’s such
a new university,” said Cruz-Ubibe,
listing her motivation for taking on the
role. Along with the university’s Vision
Statement, Cruz-Ubibe also credited
CSU Monterey Bay’s focus on service
learning and the idea of a non-traditional education and the cross-disciplin
ary majors.
But unlike the presidential search,
looking for a provost was swift.
“The hiring and search committee

Liberal Studies to walk a straight line
Maxwell Green, Staff Reporter
Maxwell_Green@csumb.edu

In accordance with new state require
ments outlined by senate bill 181,
Liberal Studies have had to make some
changes to their program which has
taken effect this semester.
Shortening some classes to three units
from four units and switching some
upper division to lower division were a
few of the major changes.
“I think this is part of CSUMB growing
up and taking a look at our curriculum as
part of being one of the CSU Campuses,”
said Professor Robert Weisskirch,
Weisskirch explained that the degree
used to be 178 units, and now is 135
units and that financial aid times out at
around 150 units. The program’s lower
division curriculum was a lot different
to junior college equivalents.
“It seems like a big thing, though it
really is just trimming off a little bit,”
said Jennifer Colby a Liberal Studies
professor. Colby also explained now LS
298 satisfies introduction to teaching
and community participation.

Weisskirch explained that students in
the teaching program can take their cre
dential courses concurrently with their
upper division classes, in what he called
a “fast track”.
“The work load is about the same”
said LS senior Meghan Hartley, who
like many interviewed students, feel
the number of units are less, though the
work load is not shrinking as fast.
“It’s just over whelming... [in LS
394S] there’s a lot of essays and presen
tations,” said junior Jenna Beer. Beer
also mentioned that the service learning
class has 50 hours to it.
Junior Rosa Trujillo who has just
transferred to CSU Monterey Bay was
“a little bit surprised” when she found
out that she would still have to take
some lower division courses. Trujillo
described it as a two step process.
“It would have been nice if they did
it before,” said Hartley of the change in
general. Academic adviser Debbie Goff
pointed out there is usually concerns in
the begging and this is the first semester.
“I go about making sure their concerns
are heard,” said Goff

The TAT department reorganizes
Kate Kiechle, Staff Reporter
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Kate_Kiechle@csumb.edu

A name change to CSU Monterey Bay’s
Teledramatic Arts and Technology
(TAT) is underway, concurrent with
some changes in the program.
An open forum was held recently
to allow discussion about upcoming
changes to the TAT major. One dis
cussed is the move of the theater classes
to MPA. This change is expected to
begin this coming fall. It was said
that TAT students will be welcome
to take the classes through MPA and
still get TAT credit, but Michelle Riel,
TAT department chair, suggests that all
theater interested students should con
tact tat_advising@csumb.edu before
scheduling.
There is still no theater major at
CSU Monterey Bay but the move is
thought to be a step forward that may
help students interested in theater. TAT
senior, R. Brian Gomez feels the move
will be a good thing. “It allows theater
to thrive in an environment where it is
welcomed...giving it the attention that
8 Otter Realm | Dec. 7—Dec. 14,2006

is needed,” said Gomez.
The name may also soon change in
order to make the major as a whole
more recognizable to those outside of
the TAT major and CSU Monterey Bay.
This change may take place as soon as
the 2007-2008 school year. According
to Riel, students are, “largely in favor
of the name change...however some
also feel that they understand the name
and are excited by the uniqueness and
interdisciplinarity it represents.” In
response to that feeling, Riel empha
sizes that the unique and interdisciplin
ary characters related to teledramatics,
will remain even when the name has
changed.
The moving of the theater classes and
the changing of the name are only a
few of the improvements TAT hopes to
make as time goes on. During the open
forum, there was also discussion about
classes in TAT GWAR and sound. It
was made clear more than once by TAT
professors that technology will continue
to change and affect the courses taught
here at CSU Monterey Bay, but it was
also apparent that they will work with it
to better the student’s education.

Photo by Kate Kiechle

Realm staffer reports on her own Student Disability
Resources experience
Lauren Arredondo, Staff Reporter
Lauren_Arrendonda@csumb.edu

Begin or Finish Your Degree!
Change yourself Change the world
Spring Semester 2007
Begins in January

newcollege.edu
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For as long as I can remember I have been flunking out of math.
For me to pass math, I need structure, appropriate books, lectures
and a very patient teacher. Through high school my math skills
never exceeded geometry and it took me almost 3 years to get
through algebra.
Last semester I took math 99 for the third time and I passed with
an outstanding B. My professor, Tom May, really felt it was impor
tant for me to pass and so set up time for me and other students
to come to his office and teach the lessons again. I was frightened
the whole semester that if I failed again I wouldn’t repeat the class,
instead I’d be expelled from CSU Monterey Bay.
So now I am taking math 100 and the first few days of the semes
ter I almost ran out of the classroom to light my hair on fire and
jump of the Bixby Bridge! But I didn’t.
I pulled the teacher aside and confessed my paranoia and confu
sion. I did not know we would be learning Egyptian, Mayan and
Greek mathematics. I needed assurance and I was fearful of having
to go through the same repetitive setbacks experienced in math 99.
I asked if there were any other classes to take, perhaps statistics
was easier. I didn’t get a positive reaction. Statistics was going to
be just has hard said my professor.
He said that the class was only going to get harder and if I didn’t
feel confident than there are study groups, ASAP and Student
Disabilities Resources.
I fled to Student Disabilities; maybe I do have a learning disabil
ity. Perhaps this was the cause to all of the stress and maybe even
a ticket out of the class.
I was foolish to believe that there was someone who was waiting
behind a desk with all of the answers and solutions.
When I arrived to the SDR office, I was automatically distracted
by all of the flyers and disability propaganda pinned on the walls.
I didn’t know where to start and what to read first so I just stood
there. The gray disarray of the room wasn’t inviting or friendly.
When I approached the front desk a tall male student, no older
then I handed me a green flyer with the SDR’s procedures also
Monterey Peninsula College and Hartenell’s phone numbers. I
was not even allowed to speak to anyone with out an appointment
except the fellow student working at the front desk, something I
found embarrassing and unprofessional.
I walked away from the administrations office and went to call
MPC and Hartnell.
Hartnell automatically turned me down for not being enrolled;
they only test their own students. MPC was slightly more helpful
and willing. I called and set up an appointment with one of the
testers. My appointment wouldn’t be for another few weeks but it
all appeared to be too painless and promising.
On the day of my appointment I walked in and spoke with one
of the testers. As soon as my expectations rose they sunk down at
maximum speed. I was turned away by MPC because they no lon
ger tested outside students. A budget cut had limited their sources
and help, it was now required that you be a full time student in
order to be tested. The last advice the MPC tester gave me was to
pay 400 to 600 dollars to be tested elsewhere.
Three weeks salary at my part time job to either find out I have
a disability or that I’m quite normal but just uninterested in math,
it isn’t in my budget. So as of now I am trying my hardest and not
passing. To pass I will need to complete a math project and hope
fully survive the final exam.

New Col ege of California Education for a just, sacred and sustainable world
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Sex,

did you know...
Getting tested ensures
the safety of all students
and promotes health
and wellness. This can
be done at the Campus
Health Center open
Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to noon and from
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Condoms
are also available.
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drugs,

and dorm life
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu

A festering cesspool of hormones satu
rates the Resident Halls and North Quad
Suites night after alcohol filled night.
The freedom of no parents, no curfew
and no rules equals sex, drugs and more
sex for many incoming students.
Rumors of on-campus orgies, manage-a-trios’ and outbreaks of sexually
transmitted diseases spread rapidly in
casual conversation within the small
CSU Monterey Bay community.
The campus police logs frequently list
the “drinking in public” citations; the
incidents involving “alcohol-poisoning”
and “drug possession” are less frequent.
The logs posted after weekends rehash
the loudest parties, marijuana odors,
and fights.
On Nov. 18 the log reported that an
officer responded to a “complaint of
several loud males. It was also reported
that one of the men was nude.” When
the police arrived on the scene, the
group was nowhere to be found.
The boys aren’t the only ones being
loud and presumably inebriated, girls
also add to the unruly behavior that con
tinues to contribute to the stereotypical

college party scene.
“Officer contacted a student that
reported she had taken too many pills.
She was transported to the hospital,” an
Oct. 8 log reported.
Living away from home for the first
time removes many students’ comfort
zone and is most often found through a
various list of substitutions: food, alco
hol, gambling, drugs and sex. In excess
and the combination of these addictions
could result in skipping classes, drop
ping out of school or even experiencing
serious health issues.
A first semester business transfer stu
dent, who wished to remain anonymous,
had sexual contact with a male student
who wouldn’t confess to a previous
encounter that left him with more then
just sexual gratification.
“I knew from a friend he had con
tracted genital warts but I didn’t plan
on doing anything with him. I wanted
to see if he would tell me the truth and
he was super cute. We spent the entire
night spooning and he conveniently left
his hands off me but didn’t admit his
guilt.”
A fourth-year Earth Systems Science
and Policy student who also wished to
remain anonymous had several stories

about his experience in Resident Hall
210 that he uses to liven up his dinner
conversations. Alcohol fuels many oncampus sexual romps and protection is
often left out.

“Around 2 a.m. my roommate came
home with a girl and another guy. She
said, obviously drunk, that she wanted
to screw both of them. Next they took
off her pants, and they all had sex.”
PHOTO BY LINDSEY STETSON

Kristina Kendrick, Staff Reporter

Dormitory
Seductions

Second year students, Michelle Hawkins and boyfriend Gordan Turkalj, share a kiss In resident hall 206.

Dear Otter Realm,

I had sexual encounters on a nightly basis in my dorm room while my roommates

both started laughing in shock that someone would be around in the middle of the

sleptjust a fewfeet away. I built a sheet curtain for some privacy and to ensure there

night. We pulled our pants up, jetted back up the stairs to my dorm room to finish

were no free peep shows, but noise became a real problem; along with the obvious

the sexscapade but it just wasn’t like it was in the laundry room. I was so hot with

sex sounds of smacking, slapping, and sucking, I get ultra loud when aroused.

my legs spread eagle and my ass upon the cold dryer top. The real excitement came

We wanted a place where we could let loose without the restraint ofperforming

when we were walked in on. I was embarrassed at first but now just the thought of

for an audience. It was 2 a.m. when I decided to move my rumpfest to the only place

that scenario tickles my pink. The following night I suggested that we try the laun

in the dorms I knew there would be privacy, the laundry room. We crept down the

dry room again. I made my lover promise to continue screwing me even ifsomeone

stairwells to the dark, empty laundry room. Once inside we moved to the back of

walks in the room. After some persuading he agreed and it was on. Wefucked on the

the room and dropped our pants. I hoisted myself onto the dryer in a sitting position

same dryer and a few students meandered into the room around the same time and I

with my legs spread open to a standing, ready, erect partner. We started to fuck and

came harder than I ever came. I wiped his warm spooge all over of my breasts and

got way into it. Suddenly the door to the laundry room opened and we froze in mid

proceeded with the best sleep of my life. The laundry room was my favorite place

thrust. Another student peeked in and realized the fornicating figures in the dark,

to be that one semester.

and quickly left with words of regret and apologies. I looked at my partner and we

Sincerely,

Anonymous TMAC senior
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Sexual LIASONS off campus
Mary Freeman, Staff Reporter
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu

For Monterey County residents that
have an interest in learning about all
sexual conventions, L.I.A.S.O.N.
(Love, Sexuality, and Integrated, Sexual
Opportunities Now) serves as a safe
haven for exploration and discussion of
human sexuality.
The club initially began this past
March as an idea for a CSU Monterey
Bay student club. After unsuccessfully
finding a faculty advisor, CSUMB stu
dents Kim Mears and Elizabeth Ehrmann
began looking off campus.
Local sex therapist, Stephen L.
Bravemen, M.A., L.M.F.T., D.S.T,
agreed to host most of the club’s meet
ings in his office. The club also part
nered with the American Association
of Sexuality Educators, Counselors and
Therapists, creating the first and only
AASECT sponsored student club.
The club not only serves as a safe and
confidential place to talk openly about
and explore sexuality, but members also
12 Otter Realm | Dec. 7—Dec. 14,2006

earn hours towards certification through
AASECT This sort of certification is
extremely helpful for those interested
in becoming educators, counselors, or
therapists in the human sexuality field.
The meetings occur about once a
month and the club most recently held
a meeting on Dec. 3 that was focused
on disabled people and sex. It featured a
presentation by CSUMB student Jacob
Lesner-Buxton followed by a slide show
by globally recognized photographer
David Steinberg.
The meeting held in Frederick Park’s
Saratoga Center, barely was able to hold
the 15 attendees but was very warming,
inviting, and quite comfortable. The
group introduced themselves first, and
handed out presents to the club’s two
co-founders, Mears and Ehrmann, as
it was to be their last meeting as the
leaders of the group. The duo is passing
the torch to fellow LIASON member,
CSUMB student, Anna Merville.
Ehrmann will be stepping down but
will still attend meetings, since she will
be entering into a Master’s program,

and have a busier schedule. Mears will
be moving to San Francisco, but is
still trying to set up a club at CSUMB
called SECS, Students Embracing
Communication about Sex, which is
essentially what LIASON is.
“The media tells us that disabled peo
ple like me are ugly,” Lesner-Buxton
said about his own personal experiences
with sexuality as a disabled person. His
words were open and sincere as well as
comedic and tragic.
Lesner-Buxton has had Cerebral
Palsy since birth and due to encourage
ment from his teachers and mother, who
has been an active member of the femi
nist movement since the ‘60’s as well
as an advocate for parents of disabled
children, decided to pursue activism
for disabled people when he was in
middle school. He has spoken many
times about his disability all over the
U.S., Russia and China.
Steinberg, who writes the column
“Comes Naturally” for the sex-centered
San Francisco magazine “Spectator,”
followed up with around 75 slides of

four different couples and one of the
couples was in attendance to help nar
rate and answer questions. Steinberg’s
laid back, easy-going demeanor helped
him capture “something genuine that
shows what people experience in the
course of being sexual” on film, as
Steinberg put it.. Steinberg does not
pose any of his models; he moves about
the room without interrupting them and
captures the most candid, emotional
shots possible.
Steinberg has deep ties to the Civil
Rights movement of the 60’s, explained
that the difference between his photog
raphy and pornography is that his has a
message behind it: “sex is a legitimate
subject for art.”
Both presentations were well received
by the audience made up of sex thera
pists, students, and some who simply
are interested in sex. LIASON’s next
meeting will feature a “whip master,”
who will demonstrate and educate how
to use a whip for sexual purposes.

RX BANDITS
Leslie Connolly, Staff Reporter
Leslie_Connolly@csumb.edu

The RX Bandits will bring the house
down with their engaging stage pres
ence and upbeat musical style on Dec. 8
at the University Center.
Their latest CD “...And the battle
begun,” was released to the public this
past October and isn’t as socially out
spoken as previous CDs like “Progress”
or “The Resignation” but the band’s
socially aware attitude has taken on
a more covert disguise and is now
intertwined with romantically driven
undertones.
The Bandits’ lyrics address current
social issues like war and plastic sur
gery, but they don’t chew ears off in an
attempt to get their message across.
They are classified in the “rock, pro
gressive and alternative” genres but
listening to them is reminiscent of old
school ska and punk bands yet with
more maturity, organization and musicality.

Just what the doctor ordered

The RX Bandits have become more
popular in recent years and have played
numerous venues including other CSUs,
Steve Choi, guitar and keyboard player
said “I don’t know if I feel a connection
with any institution, academic or other,
but there’s more interest and energy put
into these sorts of
issues by us young
people so playing
at college cam
puses is special.”
Unlike
some
bands who play
their latest CD
from start to fin
ish, Choi said this
quintet will be
“playing a set with
an even mix of
‘Resignation’ and
‘ATBB’”
With the popu
larity of their band
growing
some
might assume that
this band might be

pompous or arrogant but when con
fronted with this assumption Choi pro
claimed “I suppose people are starting
to understand and be down for our
musical style and what we’re about. I
try not and think about it too much to
be honest, we’re still a fairly small band

but the fact that we can do this for a
living is amazing.”
One favorite from their latest release
is “In her drawer” which opens up
with a snazzy trombone lead that sets
the stage for a jazz influenced number
which includes lyrics depicting the
over prescribing of prescription drugs.
Tickets are currently being sold at the
World Theater Box Office, $5 Student
and $15 without student ID.

PHOTOS BY: HTTP:/ZTH04ACC0182.SWISSWEBAWARD.CH/PIC/

FOTO_BANDS/RX%20BANDITS.JPG

Music in the Otter Express
Elena Moreno, Staff Reporter
Elena_Moreno@csumb.edu

Aside from television commercials
that blare from within the Student Center

brave freshman out of Visalia thought
he could play his music as often as twice
a week, every week.
Stie first performed at the Black Box
Cabaret in October as the opening act
for Pawn Shop Kings. He said he loved
the beautiful venue scene that the facil
ity had to offer. Although it was a great
opportunity, Stie also experienced the
professional side of playing live music.
He mentioned the annoyance paper
work needed to be filled out by the host
and also by the booked bands. All he
wanted to do was play his music and
found that the BBC was not an easy place
to get all the playing time he wanted.
Although somewhat discouraged by
upperclassmen about his idea to bring
live music to the Student Center, he
decided to go for it. “I walked in one
day asked if I could play my music
twice a week, every week, for the rest of
the semester at the Student Center and
George Nagata, Manager of the Student
Center, immediately accepted my idea.
I was asked when I wanted to play and

I said Mondays and Thursdays from 7-9
p.m., and it was a done deal”, said Stie.
Stie has been playing and booking
other bands for the past 3 weeks. Most
bands consist of CSUMB students but
he has managed to reach out further left
and right to the Monterey and Santa Cruz
communities for bands to perform.
Administrators have questioned how
he was able to book bands to play at a
campus facility with such ease. They
want to see paperwork and the approv
als. Brittany Turner, freshman, has been
Stie’s right hand woman. Passing out
flyers and reaching out, door to door,
personally inviting students to come
see the performances is only the start of
how Turner has helped out Stie. They
eventually want to start an organiza
tion so that they can be more formal
and be able and fund money for their
events. “I’m the President and Brittany
is my Secretary”, said Stie excitedly as
he spoke about his strong passion for
becoming an organization.

photo by: rachel shonkoss
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Stie, enhances the aura of the OE with music.

while students have a late snack or shoot
pool, a huge void has been present.
Live music has been brought to the
Student Center in attempts to fill that
void. Music major, Justin Stie, was the

Adam's Pics

here are those who have never
T
heard the name, “Russ Meyer.” Then
there are others who hear that name and
immediately recall a cult icon director
who laden all his films with big breasted
women and cartoonish violence.
Meyer’s films are gratuitously sexy,
violent, and on the verge of plain old,
soft-core pornography; the fact of the
matter is, his films are not only beauti
fully shot and intricately cut, they are
intriguing cultural relics that have often
been praised by women of the pro femi

Man’s breast friend

nist movement.
Never shy, Meyer openly
admitted his obsession with
breasts. One time he was asked
during an interview, why he
wouldn’t make hardcore sex
films instead. His response was,
“because everything from the
waist down is of no interest to
me.” According to close friends
of Meyer the real reason was, he wanted
to make good films; good films with a
lot of large bare breasts.
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls (1970)
“Beyond the Valley of the Dolls” is
probably Meyer’s most well known
films. Film critic, Roger Ebert teamed
up with Meyer and wrote his first and
by far his best, of three Russ Meyer
screenplays. The film is a mock sequel
of “Valley of the Dolls,” which was out
three years earlier starring Sharon Tate.
A group of psychedelic bubblegum, girl
rockers take their act to Los Angeles to

get discovered. The band is comprised
of all big busted knockouts. One. can
only imagine the things these girls get
into once they hit the big city.
The fast pace of the film is driven by
Meyer’s speedy cuts which circle the
swinging and the drugging of thel970s
while Strawberry Alarm Clock’s
“Incense and Peppermints” blares in the
background.
Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! (1965)
This one may not be recognized as
much as Beyond the Valley, but this
film put Meyer on the map as more
than just a pure sexploitation auteur.
Faster, Pussycat allowed Meyer to dis
play his craft as an important film
maker with something intelligent to say
while simultaneously using his now,
trademark backdrop of titillating buxom
women and violence.
Three thrill seeking go-go dancers,
drag racing in the desert happen upon a
clean cut couple taking a relaxing drive.

The couple, actually just the woman,
becomes the trio’s hostage. The sweet
innocent Linda is drugged and taken
away from her football captain boy
friend to be liberated from the confines
of sexist conformity. Linda is ordered
to help the three women duke an old
rancher and his two sons for a supposed
hidden fortune on their secluded farm.
Meyer filmed, edited, wrote and
directed most of his films inspiring
filmmakers such as John Waters and
John Landis. Meyer briefly went to
junior college but was completely selftaught in filmmaking and photography;
many of his films continue to be shown
and studied in the top film school. Who
would’ve thought that the man who
once said, “I’d rather play cards if I
can’t have a lady with big tits,” would
be studied in college?

Pocket full of cache: the gps treasure hunt
Kristin Halverson, Staff Reporter

a rts

K.ristin_Halverson@csumb.edu

I followed the path of sand and tire
tracks. I walked through the bushy oaks
that surrounded me in search for the
cache. The GPS said I was on top of it.
I tried to avoid the poison oak and chip
ping a nail on the branches.
A week ago I had no idea that GPS
is an acronym for Global Positioning
System or that they are easier to use
then a cell phone. When I decided to
try out geocaching I went to my friend
Darrin, who knew about this stuff.
He directed me to go to the geocach
ing website, to explore before we got
started. I did explore at http://geocaching.com/about/ and when I read that I
had to enter the longitude and latitude
coordinates of my location as well as
purchase a GPS, I was immediately
worried that this would-be more difficult
than I originally planned.
The cost of a basic GPS is about 80
dollars, so I borrowed Darrin’s. I signed
up for an account with geocaching.com,
which was fairly easy. I entered my zip
code and the website provided me with
a list of caches all around the area.
Near each cache listing was a descrip
tion of the item hid and any special
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instructions about the cache. Some of
them had a travel bug. A “travel bug”
is an item like a teddy bear or rubber
alligator that is on a journey. If you pick
up a travel bug you have to help it on its
journey by moving it closer to its desti
nation. You can then track the bug to see
where it’s traveled.
When I looked for this cache on the
internet I looked for one that had the
code “1/1”. These numbers stand for the
level of difficulty in finding the object
and the difficulty of the terrain. Once I
entered the location of the cache in the
GPS it literally led me to the cache, but
finding it was the hard part. It was in a
camouflaged container. I was just off
of Inter-garrison searching through the
bushes, reading a GPS, and hoping for
some cache.
Darrin spotted it through the bushes.
It was a coffee can covered in camou
flage tape. We opened it and it had an
assortment of small trinkets: a ball, a toy
car, necklaces, bracelets, and one pink
fuzzy pen with a travel bug tag. We took
a plastic lady bug put in a cassette tape
of “Ice”. It was easier than I thought. I
think I could enjoy doing this again.

New student club has serious mission
Celissa Valenzuela, StaffReporter
Celissa_Valenzuela@csumb.edu

With all the commotion surrounding
the closure of the Child Development
Center (CDC), students have been find
ing ways to get involved. The Children
Count Club is one innovative example
of student involvement.
President Daniela Jimenez and Vice
President Christina Sierra focus on get
ting the support of school faculty and
students to assist in the reopening of the
Child Development Center.
Junior TAT major, Jimenez was person
ally affected by the closure of the CDC.
Jimenez has to take care of her twoyear-old daughter and also commutes to
school from her home in Salinas.
“I want to leave my daughter with
someone I trust like the CDC and now I
can’t do that because they are closed.”
Jimenez and Sierra hope to get the
attention of those who have not been able
to have a voice in support of the CDC.
“Our plan is to get more media atten
tion back on this subject,” said Sierra.
“The common adage is that the children
are our future, so I say it is high time we
start acting like it.”
The Children Count Club also
wants to get intimate with the people
that are attending the meetings to
reopen the CDC, “We want to know
what’s going on in those meeting,”
Jimenez states, “We know they are
being held, but we haven’t heard
anything.”

Flier for the Children Count Club that supports the reopening of the CDC.

The future looks bright for the
Children Count Club. They hope to
gain, not only the interest of the school’s
student body and faculty, but also com
munity members.
“In the long term I hope that the

Greek Cup 2006
Chris Brunetti, Staff Reporter
Chris_Brunetti@csumb.edu

taskforce seeks to reinstate the Child
Development Center with goals to meet
the needs of student, staff and faculty,”
Sierra said. “We also want to set a table
in the quad and ask students to sign up
and support us and maybe host a Battle

of the Bands for more advertising,”
Jimenez added.
To receive more information on the
Children Count Club please contact
Daniela Jimenez or Christina Sierra via
firstclass.

Fraternities
Omega Delta Phi Fraternity
Gamma Zeta Alpha Fraternity
Nu Alpha Kappa Fraternity

Sororities
Lambda Sigma Gamma Sorority
Theta Alpha Sigma Sorority
Sigma Theta Psi Sorority
Delta Omega Rho Sorority
Lambda Theta Nu Sorority
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This year’s Greek Cup, formerly known
as the “MB Challenge,” consists of all
Greek Organizations on campus com
peting in three different sporting activi
ties.
The event is scheduled to take place
in the North Quad on Dec. 10 from 8:30
a.m. thru 3 p.m.
Basketball, soccer, and volleyball will
be the three competitive activities. The
soccer games will consist of teams of
five and the winner will be the first team
to five or the highest scoring team after
30 minutes of play. In the case of a tie
the teams will compete in a shootout,
otherwise known as the “golden goal
shootout.”

The basketball teams will be made up of
three players playing to a total of 21 points
or for 30 minutes, whichever comes first.
A basketball tiebreaker is called, “golden
basket free throw shootout.”
The six on six volleyball games will
last for 30 minutes or until the first team
reaches 21 points.
The first Greek Cup at CSUMB took
place in spring of 2004 and the follow
ing year the Cup was rained out.
“Having it be our first event it was so
much fun! There where so many Greeks
cheering and having a good time,” said
Tracy Serrano, the chapter president of
the Lambda Sigma Gamma Sorority.
The winners of the 2004 event were
the Gamma Zeta Alpha Fraternity and
the Lambda Sigma Gamma Sorority, and
both hope to retain this prestigious title.

Photo by Celissa Valenzuela

2cups packed fresh basil leaves

Sexy
Appetite

Show me your nuts
Leslie Connolly, Staff Reporter
Leslie_Connolly@csumb.edu

Tips for healthy pine nuts:
• Pine nuts may be eaten raw but are usually roasted or toasted.

• Roast raw pine nuts on a flat tray in a 350-degree F. oven for about 10 minutes,

shaking halfway through.
• Chinese varieties have a much stronger pine flavor than the milder Mediterranean
and Italian varieties.
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t

s

Pine NutPesto
and
Basil
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Combine the basil, garlic, and
pine nuts in a food proces
sor and pulse until coarsely
chopped. Add the 1/2 cup of the
oil and process until fully incor
porated and smooth. Season
with salt and pepper
If freezing, transfer nuts to an
air-tight container and drizzle
remaining oil over the top.
Freeze for up to 3 months.
Thaw and stir in cheese.

Pine nuts are sexy; I’m not talking about
the kind Pinocchio and Howdy Doody
have. Pine nuts actually are seeds, and
they have been harvested in the United
States and countries worldwide for
nearly 10,000 years.
Again, it was those promiscuous
ancient Greeks who exploited and pro
moted the sexual potential of these
naughty nuts.
Native Americans harvested pine nuts
in many varieties: hanging to the left, to
the right, in sets of one or two and some
times sagging low. The pine nut produc
ing trees native to the United States
grow primarily in the south-west where
life has always been a little spicier.
Although the pine nut development
in the United States is modest com
pared to the production in Europe we
should all still be proud of all our native
aphrodisiacs. The Italian pine tree that
dominates the Mediterranean is larger
and grows faster than the piñons of the
southwest. This could be the reason why
the Greeks boasted and documented the
sexual capabilities of the pine nut.
Each pine cone contains about 100
seeds, meaning many pine cones must

be deflowered in order to adequately
feed one’s own desire to deflower.
These nuts like to play hard to get,
and require a great deal of foreplay
before they can be eaten, but this
doesn’t stop their hungry, homy, har
vesters. In order to receive the prize
inside the pine cone they must be
heated then cracked open to expose
the seeds, which are enveloped by a
harder outer shell.
Pine nuts ingested with honey for
three nights is said to enhance ones
sexual performance. The concoction
combines two powerful aphrodisiacs
to double the fun, double the sexual
potential, and maybe even double the
penetration.
A total of 100 grams of pine nuts
contains 31 grams of protein which
plays a large role in the aphrodisiac
field. Protein means power and extra
energy that can be burned while per
forming a bit of the old in-out, in-out
routine.
Pine nuts are high in the amino acid
argentine, an essential element for
sperm production. Like oysters, pine
nuts are rich in zinc and zinc also pro
motes the production of sperm and as
well as the production of hormones in
both men and women.

The concoction combines two powerful

aphrodisiacs to double the fun, double the
sexual potential, and maybe even double the

penetration.

SPORTS
Life without Disc Golf? I don't think so
Kristina Kendrick, Staff Reporter
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu

The heart beats fast as the body twists
and curves releasing the disc. The
Berkley grip sails the Viper down toward
the basket cutting through the Monterey
Bay wind on CSU Monterey Bay’s two
disc golf courses.
Taking each basket one by one, pull
ing out Squals, Valkyries and Rouges
out of one’s collection pit man against
the course. Respect for each hole is at
the heart of true enthusiasts who enjoy
camaraderie that extends into other
aspects of life.
The Cypress and Oaks courses, on
either side of Gen. Jim Moore, attract
bright-eyed students, Stinging Jellies
disc golf clubbers and Monterey resi
dents bringing them back again and
again. Like a drug addict going through
withdrawals, hooked disc golf players
start to itch during bad weather and rain
spells.
As fall semester winds down and
begins to put pressure on students,
release is found while walking soaked

in the rays of reggae music on the disc
golf course. Human Performance and
Wellness Education (HPWE) 141 meets
Friday mornings at 10 a.m. and provides
stressed students with mellow moods
and disc expertise for those trying to
hone their game or enjoy conversation
while strolling between baskets.
Inexperienced players awe at the mas
terfulness of those succumbed into the
disc golf ways. Priceless tips from
legends Dr. Stancil Johnson and Merle
Witvoet guide the class and intramural
group that meet on Saturdays.
A trio, most often together, shred
from hole to hole with few strokes that
dazzle and mystify onlookers. Jonathan
Frame, with buddies Chris Ragsdale
and Brad Shafer, are models to what
dedication, persistence and fun mean
whenever they grace the course with
their presence. Frame, with two years
of experience, won his first tournament
and is a sight to watch in wonderment.
A long time North Quad resident, he
finds being located near the course to
be vital.
“I wanted to move to Fredrick’s Park
but only if they had a disc golf course

CSUMB’s own Tiger Woods
Evan Hatt, Staff Reporter

c

Evan_Hatt@csumb.edu

SU Monterey Bay Women’s
Golf Coach Marianne Towersey showed
that experience overcomes youth as
she rallied from a two stroke defi
cit, with three holes to play, to edge
out 19-year old Danielle Cvitanov in
their 36-hole championship match of
the 40th California Amateur Women’s
Championship at Quail Lodge on Nov.
4.
Towersey, 55, displayed her twodecades of excellent playing skills by

saving par on the last three holes while
Cvitanov bogeyed the final three holes
to pull-off the surprising comeback.
Towersey also became the first woman
to hold both the Californian Women’s
State Amateur title and California
Senior Women’s Amateur title at the
same time.
The road to the championship was
anything but easy for Towersey, who
explained that she didn’t have her whole
game perfected until the end of the
tournament. Using qualifying scores of
78 and 77 respectively, Towersey was
able to defeat Catt Montty in the second
round and upsetted the defending cham
pion, Lynne Cowan, in the third round.
Towersey had strong support from

Kenny Allison drives trie disc.

PHOTOS BY KRISTINA KENDRICK

within walking distance,” said Frame.
Watching them hurl discs hundreds
of feet encourages non-believers in the
sport to give it a go. With growing popu
larity, this game entrances and overtakes
the body and mind. Frames number one
tip is to keep the arm straight while it
coils around the body and releases the
disc down the course.

Discs are needed and additional items
include towels, water bottles to quench
thirst and whatever else one needs to
make his or her round more comfort
able. Women are highly encouraged to
come out to diversify the course and add
a new flavor to the mix. Just don’t leave
trash and no one will get hurt.

family and friends as she enlisted
the services of three-time Amateur
Champion Lynne Cowan as her caddy
for the semifinals and then switched
over to her husband, Brian, for the
finals. Even Mariko Miranda, a mem
ber of the CSU Monterey Bay women’s
golf team, caddied for Towersey during
the tournament.
The victory was joyous for Towersey,
who showed she was in excellent
shape even though she was competing
against women who were half her age
or younger. “This is a great moment
for me,” said Towersey. “I knew Helen
Lengfeld (tournament founder) so it’s
very heart warming to be champion.”
With the tournament and the fall por
tion of the women’s golf team schedule
over, Towersey will now continue to

help improve the women’s golf team as
they prepare for their spring schedule
while continuing to play at the level that
achieved great results in the fall.

Towersey also became the

first woman to hold both

the Californian Women’s
State Amateur title and

California Senior Women’s

Amateur title at the same
time.
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Grace on fire gets spun
My motto is: try everything at least
once. Today, it was a spin class, com
monly known as “indoor cycling.”
I pulled up to building 93 unsure of
what to expect. I assumed this would
be easy; I mean, isn’t spin the class my
mom takes? Maybe an hour of light
workout followed by a series of stretch
ing, nothing too rough this early in the
morning.
I walked in the doors and was relieved
when the instructor greeted me. She was
unlike any fitness instructor I had ever
met. Her friendly demeanor was com
forting. The class consisted of me, the
instructor, and two other women.
The bikes looked like the everyday
bikes we are all used to, except for the
platform at the bottom that keeps it fas
tened to the ground. We began with an
easy pedal, adjusting the bike to give the
feel of riding on a flat road. Just as I was
beginning to relax, she swiftly instructed
us to perform jumps. Jumps are alternat
ing movements between the standing
and sitting position on the bike.
I was already starting sweat and my
legs were tired. The music in the back
ground helped keep everyone moti
vated. It was quite appropriate for the
workout. We turned up the resistance
and got into climbing mode. It became
harder to pedal as the bike gave the feel
ing of climbing a hill.
I looked at the clock; I had only been
there for 15 minutes. I was sure I was
in better shape than this. Between every
period of rest we would turn up the
resistance and continue to do jumps,
climbs and sprints. I was thankful that
no one was watching how often I turned
up my resistance knob because they
might be disappointed. I kept telling
myself I’ll catch up on the next set.
My tush was sore. It didn’t have the
support it needed and the hard, pointy
seat was ramming into my tailbone. I
looked at my sides wondering if it was
me who had a wide load or the bike that
had a tiny seat.
After 40 minutes of biking I was
exhausted. A bit of stretching and a
round of applause finished the class.
The instructor informed me that spin
could expend anywhere from 400-600
calories. Even though I am sure mine
was only 400, any calorie counter would
tell you that is a whole lot for only 40
minutes. I was sold, even if I was once
again too sore to have sex that night.
I would encourage trying out an
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aerobics class, even if it’s only once.
All aerobics classes are offered free to
CSUMB students. A complete sched
ule can be located in the Otter Sports
Center.

/ was sold, even if I was once again too sore
to have sex that night.

To the xtreme
Geoff Middlekauf, Staff Reporter

Etchings makes first-team ali-CCAA

Geoff_Middlekauf@csumb.edu

“Brrrraaaapp!!!” Motocross riding and
off road riding is something that every
one can be a part of. The spring time
not only brings in cool weather for this
sweat endured sport but the rain softens
the dirt for pristine riding conditions on
the trails and tracks around Monterey
Bay. If you are into moto and off road
riding, you know what I am talking
about. The cool crisp morning and the
“thump” and “ping” of dirt bikes create
something anyone would like to experi
ence.
“Riding is a passion, not just a hobby.
I have family that rides, friends who ride
and even chicks are out here getting into
it. Why would I want to be anywhere
else?” said Brian Preetz, a die hard rider
from San Jose.
If your intuition has been poking
you to try something crazy and or do
something you wouldn’t usually do,
think extreme. Riding has a positive
effect that can relieve stress with “the
snap of the throttle.” All prospect rid
ers have many options when figuring
out what dirt bike/atv will work best for
them. Everything from mini bikes to
big bikes; which one will be the icing
on the cake? Honda and Yamaha share
." *
the top spot in the consumer market as
these companies offer a wide variety in
PHOTOS BY GEOFF MIDDLEKAUF

CSU Monterey Bay women’s volleyball junior outside hitter Brittany Etchings
became the first Otter athlete in school history to be named to the first-team AllCCAA team since the schools move to the CCAA in 2004. Etchings hit .200 this
year with a team high 337 kills while also recording 32 aces, 46 total blocks and
409 digs. Etchings also holds the school record for kills with 1,058 for her career
and will look to add to that total in 2007.

Sailing earns hard-fought 13th place finish at North/
South Regatta
Competing against teams from throughout Calif., Wash, and Ore., the CSU
Monterey Bay sailing team concluded their fall season with a hard fought 13lh
place finish at the North/South Regatta in Santa Barbara, Calif, on Nov. 12. The
Otters placed 10th in the “A” fleet and 12th in the “B” fleet. The JV Otters finished
a solid 8dl in the JV Regatta.

Over 100 trotters participate in annual Turkey Trot

engine sizes, The bikes range from
50cc’s to 650cc’s (cubic centimeters),hence the smaller the motor the more
fun and manageable for a beginners
enjoyment.
Hollister Hills OHV (Off Highway
Vehicles) is a state funded park that
has a lot to offer for all levels of rid
ing. The dynamics of the park give
new comers and veteran riders an
experience to remember. A weekend
at Hollister Hills will give beginners
an overwhelming look at what Mother
Nature has to offer. The cut cold
advice for any beginner is to start slow
and progress to a comfort zone that is
enjoyable.
A lot of women have been hit
ting the scene with no complaints. “I
love riding with my boyfriend and
his friends. It’s better than work and
I like watching the guys ride on the
track,” said Loren Lafano, a ride’et
from Santa Cruz.
Depending on skill level of a begin
ner, intermediate or pro, riding is
something that is easy to pick up. It’s
basically riding a bike with no pedals.
Less work in that way, yet you better
have your wits about you when hold
ing onto the handle bars and throttle.
“The whole riding experience is
what keeps me coming back. I like
loading my bike up after a nice rain
and gearing up with cheap deals on
gear,” said Kyle Webber, a realtor
from Aptos. “Moto keeps the stress
out of my life which is something that
everyone should do.”

Over 100 runners took advantage of the nice weather by lacing up their running
shoes to participate in CSU Monterey Bay’s 10th Annual Turkey Trot, held on Nov.
18. Carl Mease was the top male runner, finishing the 4.8 mile course in a time
of 27:27 while Amanda Kahn was the top female runner, finishing with a time of
36:27. About 60-70 walkers successfully finished the 3.1 mile course. All pro
ceeds from the event will help fund scholarships for the cross country teams.

Seaside High wins first CCS Football Championship
In front of 5,000 fans at San Jose City College on Dec. 2, a two-year journey was
fulfilled by the Seaside High Spartans as they defeated Pacific Grove High School,
28-14, to win the CCS (Central Coast Section) Football Championship in the small
school division, the first CCS Football Championship in school history.

Roller hockey snaps 9-game losing streak with win
over UC Davis
After dropping their earlier contests in the day to Nevada and Evergreen, the CSU
Monterey Bay roller hockey team (2-10) put an end to their 9-game losing streak
by defeating UC Davis, 7-4, in their third game of the WCRHL Regular Season
Event, held on the campus of CSU Monterey Bay, at the Water City Roller Hockey
Arena on Dec. 2.

Women's basketball split home stand in opening
CCAA games
In the first game of a back-to-back home stand, the CSU Monterey Bay women’s
basketball team won their opening CCAA game by defeating Cal State Los
Angeles, 79-74, on Dec. 1 at the Kelp Bed. Sophomore Dana Andrews scored 22
points for the Otters and junior Krista Herr had a double-double with 13 points
and 10 rebounds.
The following night, the Lady Otters would fall to CSU Bakersfield, 74-60, end
ing their two-game winning streak. Andrews had another solid game, scoring 16
points on 4-of-5 shooting from three-point land and senior Natalie Franka added
11. The loss dropped the Lady Otters to 1-1 in CCAA play and 2-2 overall.

Men's basketball gets Kosta first win as head coach
In a thrilling first game of a back-to-back home stand, the CSU Monterey Bay
men’s basketball team won their opening CCAA game by defeating Cal State Los
Angeles, 75-74, on Dec. 1 at the Kelp Bed to give Pat Kosta his first win as head
coach. Senior co-captain Richard Jenkins scored 18 points for the Otters and
junior co-captain Augie Johnson added 15 points, a career high.
The following night, the Otters would fall to CSU Bakersfield, 90-53, in what
would be Bakersfield last trip to the Kelp Bed. Junior Matt Evans led in scoring
with 11 points and Jenkins added 10 for the Otters, who fell to 1-1 in CCAA play
and 1-2 overall.
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A motorcross rider parked (above) gets some air
during a race (top right).

OTTER WAVES

person on campus

Since at CSUMB have you developed any
sexual fetishes or fantasies?
Sheryl Fisher, Staff Reporter
Sheryi._Fisher@csumb.edu

Lissette Sanchez
Sophmore

Liberal Studies
“Kisses on the neck
and REAL romance,
not fake.”

Adam Aubel
Junior
Business

“Long Legs and Fish
net stockings.”

Antonio Ramero
Junior
Business &
Spanish
“White girls.”

Michael Arballo
Freshman

Business
Management
“Doing it in the
shower.”
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Matt Gurren
Junior

Business &
Marketing

“Crotchless
panties and high heels
on HER.”

Travis Stenseth
Freshman

HPWE

“Whipped cream
and cherries.”

